ALARM LOCK
T2 SERIES ELECTRONIC
DIGITAL LOCKS




Grade 1 Heavy Duty Cylindrical Lockset.
UL Listed and FCC Certified.
ADA Compliant Leversets.
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Outside view
of locks

Core not
included

Alarm Lock 2700 Series Trilogy
AK-DL2700IC
US-26D

NOTE: The DL2700 Series can
not be used on exterior applications.

AK-DL2700

See next page for LOCK DOWN option

US-26D

Features:
Keypad: All metal Vandal-Resistant 12-button
Operation: Rugged clutch mechanism.
Handing: Non-handed
User Codes: Up to 100 different user codes.
Code Length/No. of Codes: 3-5 digit codes
User Levels: Master, 10 Managers, 90 Users, 3 Service
Special Functions: Passage, Individual, Group, Lockout
Programming: Keypad. 4 different keypad tones or none.
Audit Trail Events: n/a
Scheduled Events: n/a
Remote Release Option: Yes, by special order.
Relay Control: Yes, for example an external siren or
CCTV can be triggered
Power: 5 AA batteries, Supplied
Typical Cycles/Battery Indication: 120,000 cycles; visual
& audible low-battery indicator.

Weather-Resistant Models: Special order AK-DL2700WP
model - Operating Range of Above WP's: WP's: -20o to
+151oF
Proximity Card Support: n/a
Finishes: US-26D Satin Chrome
Trim: Standard squared lever
Door Thickness: 1-5/8" to 1-7/8"
Backset: 2-3/4"
Latchbolt: UL, 3 Hour, Fired-rated 1/2" throw solid brass
Strikes: 1-1/8" x 2-3/4" T strike & 1-1/4" x 4-7/8" ASA
Cylinder: DL2700 6-pin solid brass, SC1 keyway
DL2700LD 6-pin solid brass, SC1 keyway
DL2700IC uses small format IC, core-Best, KSP,
Arrow, Falcon. (not included)
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Continued from previous page.
FEATURES:
Clutch mechanism offers exceptional reliability and strength.
Super heavy-duty trim design with self-contained, fully programmable 12 digit metal keypad.
Battery powered, uses five AA batteries for long-life dependability & audible low power alert.
Non-handed for easy installation and versatility, retrofit or new.
2-wire remote override or key bypass capability.
Visual and audible entry indicators.
Available in lever design with rekeyable cylinder or interchangeable core version-core not included.
UL Listed Grade One lockset with fire rated latch meets or exceeds BHMA specifications.









12 KEY PROGRAMMABLE ACCESS CODES
Multi-level user capability.
Master code.
Manager code.
Passage function.
One time emergency or service entrance code-erases from memory after use.
Timed entry allowance from 5 to 20 seconds.
Up to 15 different group or individual codes.
Individual, group or total user lockout code.
Master and management can temporarily or permanently change any or all user codes.
Temporarily shuts down if incorrect code is entered three times consecutively..











AK-DL2700LD with LocDownTM Feature
Keyfob-Activation & Lockdown Indicator Bar Inside

Inside view of lock

This lock, part of Alarm Lock's School Security Solution, has the capability of a "local"
lockdown and has a wireless remote release built in. The AK-DL2700LD has a new battery
cover with an LED light bar that flashes red when the unit is in lockdown.
On the outside of the lock a small indicator light flashes and/or optionally beeps when in
lockdown (programmable option).
The 4 button remote, that is included, can be programmed into 4 different locks at the same
time for remote release (remote receivers will be needed for non lockdown models). Also, a
"lockdown" of up to 4 AK-DL2700LD locks within range (up to 100' away, depending on
building construction constrains) can occur with a simple pressing of 2 buttons. Up to 50
keyfobs can be supported on each lock.
The 4 button remote may be used as a momentary release or changed to a "passage toggle"
function.
While in lockdown, only the Master code and managers codes will open the door, locking out
all basic users.

AK-DL2700LD 26D

Operation: Clutch mechanism permits turning lever without retracting latch and reduces stress
on lock bodies and spindle. Outside lever free turning in locked position. Entering access code,
key bypass, or remote bypass will allow lever to retract latch. Inside lever always instant
egrees.
Keypad: All metal, 12 button programmable for multi-level access functions including group or
individual user codes, master and management codes, passage and emergency or service
codes, lockout and remote override capability and allowable entry time from 5 to 20 seconds. 4
different keypad tones and kepad may be silenced.

One keyfob is included with lock.
Fob larger than pictured. Actual
size is 2-3/8" x 1-1/4" x 1/2"
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EXIT DEVICES
PILFERGARD PG-10





Mini-Burglar Alarm.
Low-Cost.
Twin Action Horns.
Easily Installed.

Cylinder pictured
NOT included.
Order seperately.

Stock No.

Finish

AK-PG-10

Metallic Silver

The Pilfergard Model PG10 is an exit door alarm designed to deter the use of the secured door
by sounding a twin action alarm when opened by unauthorized personnel. The alarm can be
bypassed from inside or outside by the use of a key. (Requires standard mortise cylinder not
supplied.) This durable surface mount unit is easily installed and is tamper-supervised with two
separate tamper switches. Its test button verifies battery

AK-PG-10

PG-21 Surface Mounted Microprocessorcontrolled Door Alarm







Cylinder pictured
NOT included.
Order seperately.

Standard or Narrow stile door alarm.
Two selectable arming modes: Always armed or "on/off".
Piezo electronic 110db (at 10 feet) sweeping siren.
Visual magnetic alignment mode, eliminates templates.
Self-contained and tamper switch supervised.
9v-battery powered (supplied) with low battery alert.
Stock No

Finish

AK-PG-21 MB
AK-PG-21 MS

Duronodic
Metallic Silver

Sleek model design key-activated door alarm for use on standard size and narrow stile doors.
Unauthorized use of door will cause alarm to sound and will activate the LED indicator. User
selectable options include: continuous alarm, minute shutdown with auto reset and exit/entry
delay. Only key carrying employees can disable the alarm; uses standard mortise cylinder
(not included). (For exterior key control, an optional RIM cylinder may also be used.) Finishes:
metallic silver or Duronodic.

AK-PG-21

ACCESSORIES

DOGGING KEYS FOR ADAMS-RITE EXIT DEVICES
AR-29-0480 5/32" key size
AR-29-0481 1/8" key size

Battery Pack (6-Volt)
AK-BP6
For use with: Models AK-PG-10,
11A, LL1 and PG20.

Don't see what you
need?
Please contact us today
for availability.

REPLACEMENT END CAPS

AR-41-0801-01

AR-41-0801-08

AR-41-0801-01 For active end of 8400/8600 bars.
AR-41-0801-08 For active end of 8800 bars.
If you don't see the Adams-Rite you needs please contact us!!
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